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Edgewise Folding Knives Pocket Knife for Men Fishing Hiking Survival Knife, with
Safety Liner Lock and Belt Clip
$16.99
Tax included.
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✔ Pins for added safety and security 

There is a pin on the lanyard that permanently locks the blade open. This is safer, stronger, stronger and more powerful than regular folding knives. No

more worrying about the lining lock accidentally popping out. 

✔ Secure built-in liner lock 

SAFETY LOCK - The built-in lining locking mechanism holds the hunting blade in place when fully opened to prevent accidental injury from the blade

collapsing on its own. 

✔ High quality solid wood handle 

The red solid wood handle scale provides a stable grip, a soft contour and a comfortable feel. 

✔ Super sharp blade 

The drop point blade is ideal for handling everyday tasks like trimming bushes, cutting rope, stripping wire, and more. 

✔ Multifunctional for outdoor use 

Whether it's �shing outdoors, hunting, work or as a rescue knife, the ✔ Pins for added safety and security 

There is a pin on the lanyard that permanently locks the blade open. This is safer, stronger, stronger and more powerful than regular folding knives. No

more worrying about the lining lock accidentally popping out. 

✔ Secure built-in liner lock 

SAFETY LOCK - The built-in lining locking mechanism holds the hunting blade in place when fully opened to prevent accidental injury from the blade

collapsing on its own. 

✔ High quality solid wood handle 

The red solid wood handle scale provides a stable grip, a soft contour and a comfortable feel. 

✔ Super sharp blade 

The drop point blade is ideal for handling everyday tasks like trimming bushes, cutting rope, stripping wire, and more. 

✔ Multifunctional for outdoor use 

Whether it's �shing outdoors, hunting, work or as a rescue knife, the Edgewise Folding Knive is your ideal companion for all activities and situations. 

It's also a great gift if a friend is a knife collector. 

✔ Large knife 

Overall length: 28 cm (11 inches); 

Blade Length: 12.5 cm (5 inches); 

Closed Length: 16 cm (6.3 inches); 

Blade material: stainless steel; 

wire lock; 

thumb stud; 

belt pocket clip; 

Weight: 12 oz; is your ideal companion for all activities and situations. 

It's also a great gift if a friend is a knife collector. 

✔ Large knife 

Overall length: 28 cm (11 inches); 

Blade Length: 12.5 cm (5 inches); 

Closed Length: 16 cm (6.3 inches); 

Blade material: stainless steel; 

wire lock; 
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thumb stud; 

belt pocket clip; 

Weight: 12 oz;

Date First Available October 13, 2021
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Cat Feather Toys, Retractable Cat Wand Toy, Cat Teaser Refill with Bell for Cat Kitten
$11.58

Premium 100% Cotton 2 Piece Bath Sheets | Cream | Popcorn Textured | Highly Absorbent | Durable | Low Lint | Hotel & Spa Bathroom Towels
$29.80

Toys for 1 2 3 Years Old, Wooden Car Ramp Racer Toy Vehicle Set with 7 Mini Cars & Race Tracks, Montessori Toys for Toddlers Boys Girls Gi�
$19.99
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Knee High Long Sports Socks Unisex Multicolor 3 Pairs
$12.98
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